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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a mobile cooperative network that is tasked with building a map of the spatial variations of a

parameter of interest, such as an obstacle map or an aerial map. We propose a new framework that allows the nodes to build a map of

the parameter of interest with a small number of measurements. By using the recent results in the area of compressive sensing, we

show how the nodes can exploit the sparse representation of the parameter of interest in the transform domain in order to build a map

with minimal sensing. The proposed work allows the nodes to efficiently map the areas that are not sensed directly. We consider three

main areas essential to the cooperative operation of a mobile network: building a map of the spatial variations of a field of interest such

as aerial mapping, mapping of the obstacles based on only wireless measurements, and mapping of the communication signal

strength. For the case of obstacle mapping, we show how our framework enables a novel noninvasive mapping approach (without

direct sensing), by using wireless channel measurements. Overall, our results demonstrate the potentials of this framework.

Index Terms—Mobile networks, compressive sensing, cooperative spatial mapping, mapping of obstacles, mapping of

communication signal strength.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE intelligent networks can play a key role in
emergency response, surveillance and security, and

battlefield operations. The vision of a multiagent robotic
network cooperatively learning and adapting in harsh
unknown environments to achieve a common goal is closer
than ever. In this paper, we are interested in the cases where
a mobile cooperative network is tasked with collecting
information from its environment. More specifically, we
consider scenarios where the network is in charge of
building a map of the spatial variations of a parameter (or
a number of parameters) cooperatively, to which we refer to
as cooperative mapping. Such problems can arise in several
different applications. For instance, building a map of the
indoor obstacles [3], ocean sampling [4], or aerial mapping
[5] all fall into this category. A mobile network tasked with
a certain exploratory mission faces an abundance of
information. In such an information-rich world, there is
simply not enough time to sample the whole environment
due to the potential delay-sensitive nature of the application
as well as other practical constraints. A group of Unmanned
Air Vehicles (UAVs), for instance, may need to coopera-
tively build an aerial map of an area in a limited time, as is
shown in Fig. 1. It is not practical to wait for the collective
sampling of the vehicles to cover every single point in the
terrain. A fundamental open question is then as follows:
What is the minimal collective sensing needed to accurately build
a map of the whole terrain despite the fact that significant parts of

it will not be sampled? This is a considerably important
problem as it enhances our ability to collect information and
allows us to keep up with the high volume of information in
the environment.

If we can understand the core information present in the

data and can show that it has a dimension far less than the

data itself, we can then reduce our sensing considerably.

While considerable progress has been made in the area of

mobile networks, a framework that allows the vehicles to

reconstruct the parameter of interest based on a severely

under-determined data set is currently missing. In most

related work, only areas that are directly sensed are

mapped. The rich literature on Simultaneous Localization

and Mapping (SLAM) and its several variations fall into

this category [6], [7], [8], [9]. SLAM approaches mainly

focus on reducing the uncertainty in the sensed landmarks

by using a Kalman filter. Similarly, approaches based on

generating an occupancy map also address sensing un-

certainty [10]. Another set of approaches, suitable mainly

for mapping obstacles, are based on the Next Best View

(NBV) problem [3], [11], [12], [13], [14]. In NBV approaches,

the aim is to move to the positions “good” for sensing by

guiding the vehicles to the perceived next safest area (area

with the most visibility) based on the current map [3].

However, areas that are not sensed directly are not mapped

in NBV. In [16], it is assumed that the spatial field of

interest has a Gaussian distribution with known models for

its average and autocorrelation. Similarly, in [4] and [17], a

linear estimator is used based on known first and second

order statistics of the field. In practice, however, spatial

models of the average and autocorrelation of the field may

not be available. Therefore, such approaches may not be

suitable for developing a framework for mapping based on

minimal sensing and without a priori information on field

distribution.
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In this paper, we present a compressive cooperative

mapping framework for mobile exploratory networks, by
extending our previous work [1], [2]. By compressive
cooperative mapping, we refer to the cooperative mapping
of a spatial function based on a considerably small
observation set where a large percentage of the area of
interest is not sensed directly. Our proposed theory and
design tools are inspired by the recent breakthroughs in
nonuniform sampling theory [18], [19]. The famous
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [20] revolutionized
several different fields by showing that, under certain
conditions, it is indeed possible to reconstruct a uniformly
sampled signal perfectly. The new theory of compressive
sampling (also known by other terms such as compressed
sensing, compressive sensing or sparse sensing) shows that
under certain conditions, it is possible to reconstruct a
signal from a considerably incomplete set of observations,
i.e., with a number of measurements much less than
predicted by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [18], [19]. This
opens new and fundamentally different possibilities in
terms of information gathering and processing in mobile
networks. In this paper, we develop the fundamentals of
cooperative sensing and mapping in mobile networks from
a compressive sampling perspective.

While our proposed framework would be applicable to
several mobile network applications, in this paper we focus
on three main areas essential to the efficient and robust
operation of a cooperative network. A mobile network is
given an exploratory task, such as collective ground, aerial, or
underwater mapping. It furthermore needs to maintain
connectivity. In order to do so, an estimation of the spatial
variations of the communication signal strength becomes
crucial. Finally, it needs to build a map of the obstacles for
navigation. Fig. 1 shows an example of cooperative aerial
mapping. We show how our proposed framework can
impact these three key areas, resulting in cooperative
mapping with minimal sensing. In the area of obstacle
mapping, we furthermore propose a novel way of mapping
obstacles noninvasively, i.e., without sensing them directly.
By using wireless channel measurements and the compres-
sive mapping framework, we show how the robots can map
the obstacles before entering a building or a room. A survey
of the existing work in the literature shows very few papers
that use wireless measurements for obstacle mapping.

There are, however, a number of papers on detecting an
object, using fixed sensors [21], [22], [23], [24]. For instance,
in [23], the authors build a network of several hundred
fixed sensors in order to detect presence of a person. The
framework is based on making several measurements
between pairs of sensors, as opposed to a very small
number of measurements. Then the goal is to roughly track
a person instead of building a map of the obstacles. There is
a need for prior learning in the area of interest as well. As
such, the work of Wilson and Patwari [23] is on detecting an
obstruction to a wireless signal as opposed to obstacle
mapping with minimal measurements. It should also be
noted that a detection case can be considered as a simplified
version of obstacle mapping, where the details do not
matter. As such, our proposed framework can also improve
the detection performance of the aforementioned papers.

While we use the term “cooperative mapping” through-
out the paper, most of the proposed framework is also
applicable to the case where only one robot is tasked with
building a spatial map of a field of interest. The paper is
organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the compres-
sibility of the signals of interest in mobile exploratory
networks. In Section 3, we provide a brief introduction to
the theory of compressive sensing. In Section 4, we consider
cooperative aerial mapping, mapping of obstacles as well as
mapping of the spatial variations of the communication
signal strength. In particular, we propose a novel compres-
sive and noninvasive technique for mapping of the
obstacles, based on wireless channel measurements. We
conclude in Section 5. A list of key variables used in the
paper is provided in Table 1.

2 SIGNAL COMPRESSIBILITY IN COOPERATIVE

MOBILE NETWORKS

We first define what “sparse” and “compressible” signals
refer to.

Definition. A sparse signal is a signal that can be represented
with a small number of nonzero coefficients.

Definition. A compressible signal is a signal that has a
transformation where most of its energy is in a very few
coefficients, making it possible to approximate the rest with
zero. In this paper, we are interested in linear transformations.
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Fig. 1. An example of cooperative sensing and mapping: (left) a group of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles need to build a map of the spatial variations of
Sandia Mountains in New Mexico with minimal sensing and (right) a single UAV is making measurements across its trajectory for either solo
reconstruction or as part of a group mapping (data courtesy of US Geological Survey [26]).



The new theory of compressive sampling shows that,
under certain conditions, a compressible signal can be
reconstructed using very few observations. Most natural
signals are indeed compressible. The best sparse represen-
tation of a signal depends on the application and can be
inferred from analyzing similar data. Our analysis of aerial
maps, obstacle maps (indoor or outdoor) as well as maps of
communication signal strength, for instance, has shown
them to have a considerably sparse representation. Fig. 2
shows two maps based on real data, an aerial map, and an
obstacle map. By applying a linear transformation to the
signals (Fourier to the left signal and wavelet to the right
one), it can be seen that most of the signal’s energy is
contained in a small percentage of the transform coeffi-
cients. For instance, 100 percent of the energy is in less than
1 percent of the wavelet coefficients for the obstacle map on
the right. However, this energy is not necessarily confined
to a consecutive set of transform coefficients, which makes
reconstructing the signal based on a considerably small

number of observations challenging. In general, Fourier
transformation can provide a good compression for the
spatial variations of the communication channel or a height
map. For an obstacle map (see Fig. 2b), wavelet transform or
total variation (a difference-based approach) can provide an
even better compression. It should be noted that in the
compressive mapping of the obstacles, we do not consider
an object-based approach. Instead, we consider the space of
interest as a binary spatial function that takes on values of 0
or 1. It is also possible to make it nonbinary and include the
properties of the objects as we shall see in Section 4.2.

In this paper, we show how the new theory of
compressive sampling can result in fundamentally different
sensing approaches in mobile cooperative exploratory
networks. While several signals of interest to the operation
of a mobile network have sparse representations, the main
challenge is to sense them in the right domain such that it is
possible to reconstruct them with minimal sensing, as we
show in the next sections. For instance, an obstacle map is
sparse in the spatial domain. However, by directly point-
sampling it in the spatial domain, it will not be possible to
reconstruct it with a very small number of observations.
Therefore, new sensing methods are required, as we will
propose in the next sections.

3 OVERVIEW OF COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING THEORY

The new theory of sampling is based on the fact that real-
world signals typically have a sparse representation in a
certain transformed domain. Exploiting sparsity, in fact, has
a rich history in different fields. For instance, it can result in
reduced computational complexity (such as in matrix
calculations) or better compression techniques (such as in
JPEG2000). However, in such approaches, the signal of
interest is first fully sampled, after which a transformation
is applied and only the coefficients above a certain thresh-
old are saved. This, however, is not efficient as it puts a
heavy burden on sampling the entire signal when only a
small percentage of the transformed coefficients are needed
to represent it. The new theory of compressive sampling, on
the other hand, allows us to sense the signal in a
compressed manner to begin with.

Consider a scenario where we are interested in recover-
ing a vector x 2 IRN . We refer to the domain of vector x as
the primal domain. For 2D signals, vector x can represent
the columns of the matrix of interest stacked up to form
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TABLE 1
Key Notations Used in This Paper

Fig. 2. (a, left) Height map of part of Sandia Mountains in New Mexico—courtesy of US Geological Survey [26], and (a, right) its transformed
representation (Fourier) where more than 99.9999 percent of energy is in less than 3 percent of the coefficients. (b, left) An obstacle map with the
obstacles denoted in white, and (b, right) its transformed representation (Haar wavelet) where 100 percent of energy is in less than 1 percent of the
coefficients. For visual clarity, refer to the online pdf for the color version of this image.



a vector (a similar approach can be applied to higher
order signals). Let y 2 IRK where K � N represent the
incomplete linear measurement of vector x obtained by the
sensors. We will have

y ¼ �x; ð1Þ

where we refer to � as the observation matrix. Clearly,
solving for x based on the observation set y is an ill-posed
problem as the system is severely under-determined
(K � N). However, suppose that x has a sparse representa-
tion in another domain, i.e., it can be represented as a linear
combination of a small set of vectors

x ¼ �X; ð2Þ

where � is an invertible matrix and X is S-sparse, i.e.,
jsuppðXÞj ¼ S � N where suppðXÞ refers to the set of
indices of the nonzero elements of X and j � j denotes its
cardinality. This means that the number of nonzero
elements in X is considerably smaller than N . Then we
will have

y ¼ �X; ð3Þ

where � ¼ �� �. We refer to the domain of X as the sparse
domain (or transform domain). If S � K and we knew the
positions of the nonzero coefficients of X, we could solve
this problem with traditional techniques like least-squares.
In general, however, we do not know anything about the
structure of X except for the fact that it is sparse (which we
can validate by analyzing similar data). The new theory of
compressive sensing allows us to solve this problem.

Theorem 1. If K � 2S and under specific conditions, the desired
X is the solution to the following optimization problem:

minkXk0; such that y ¼ �X; ð4Þ

where kXk0 ¼ jsuppðXÞj represents the zero norm of vectorX.
(See [18] for details and the proof.)

Theorem 1 states that we only need 2� S measurements
to recover X and therefore x fully. This theorem, however,
requires solving a nonconvex combinatorial problem, which
is not practical. For over a decade, mathematicians have
worked toward developing an almost perfect approxima-
tion to the ‘0 optimization problem of Theorem 1 [27], [28].
Recently, such efforts resulted in several breakthroughs.

More specifically, consider the following ‘1 relaxation of
the aforementioned ‘0 optimization problem:

minkXk1; subject to y ¼ �X: ð5Þ

Theorem 2. Assume that X is S-sparse. The ‘1 relaxation can
exactly recover X from measurement y if matrix � satisfies the
Restricted Isometry Condition for ð2S;

ffiffiffi
2
p
� 1Þ, as described

below. (See [29], [18], [30], [31], [19] for details, the proof, and
other variations.)

Restricted Isometry Condition (RIC) [32]: Matrix � satisfies
the RIC with parameters (Z; �) for � 2 ð0; 1Þ if

ð1� �Þkck2 � k�ck2 � ð1þ �Þkck2; ð6Þ

for all Z-sparse vector c.

The RIC is mathematically related to the uncertainty

principle of harmonic analysis [32]. However, it has a

simple intuitive interpretation, i.e., it aims at making every

set of Z columns of the matrix � as orthogonal as possible.

Other conditions and extensions of Theorem 2 have also

been developed [33], [34]. While it is not possible to define

all the classes of matrices � that satisfy RIC, it is shown

that random partial Fourier matrices [35] as well as random

Gaussian [36], [37] or Bernoulli matrices [38] satisfy RIC (a

stronger version) with the probability 1�OðN�MÞ if

K � BMS � logOð1ÞN; ð7Þ

where BM is a constant, M is an accuracy parameter and

Oð�Þ is Big-O notation [18]. Equation 7 shows that the

number of required measurements could be considerably

less than N .
While the recovery of sparse signals is important, in

practice signals may rarely be sparse. Many signals,

however, are compressible. In practice, the observation

vector y will also be corrupted by noise. The ‘1 relaxation

and the corresponding required RIC condition can be easily

extended to the case of noisy observations with compres-

sible signals [29].
The possibility presented by the new theory of sampling,

i.e., recovering signals from a considerably incomplete

data set has sparked new research in different fields. A

good example of a new resulting technology is the recent

development of a compressive imaging camera that

efficiently captures a single-pixel image, by producing a �

with Bernoulli distribution using pseudorandom binary

patterns [39]. Other applications include medical imaging

[40], DNA decoding [41], and computer graphics [42]

among others.

3.1 Basis Pursuit: Reconstruction Using ‘1

Relaxation

The ‘1 optimization problem of (5) can be posed as a linear

programming problem [43]. The compressive sensing

algorithms that reconstruct the signal based on ‘1 optimiza-

tion are typically referred to as “Basis Pursuit” [19].

Reconstruction through ‘1 optimization has the strongest

known recovery guarantees [32]. However, the computa-

tional complexity of such approaches can be high. SPARSA

[44], GPSR [45], and AC [46] are a few examples of the

continuing attempts to reduce the computational complex-

ity of the convex relaxation approach.

3.2 Matching Pursuit: Reconstruction Using
Successive Interference Cancellation

The Restricted Isometry Condition implies that the columns

of matrix � should have a certain near-orthogonality

property. Let � ¼ ½�1�2 � � ��N �, where �i represents the

ith column of matrix �. We will have y ¼
PN

j¼1 �jXj, where

Xj is the jth component of vectorX. Consider recoveringXi:

�H
i y

�H
i �i

¼ Xi|{z}
desired term

þ
XN

j¼1;j6¼i

�H
i �j

�H
i �i

Xj

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
interference

: ð8Þ
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If the columns of � were orthogonal, then (8) would have
resulted in the recovery of Xi. For an under-determined
system, however, this will not be the case. Then, there are
two factors affecting recovery quality based on (8). First,
how orthogonal is the ith column to the rest of the columns
and second how strong are the other components of X. In
other words, it is desirable to first recover the strongest
component of X, subtract its effect from y, recover the
second strongest component and continue the process.
Adopting the terminology of Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) in communication literature, we refer to
such approaches as Successive Interference Cancellation. In
fact, if Xi 6¼ 0, one can think of �i coding Xi. If the ith code
is used as in (8), then ideally Xj for j 6¼ i cannot be decoded
properly and only Xi can be recovered.

Such successive cancellation methods have been used in
the context of CDMA systems in communication literature
for recovering the signals of different users at the base
station [47], [48]. While the context of the two problems may
seem different, they share a very core fundamental form.
Recently, Tropp and Gilbert independently proposed using
a version of successive interference cancellation in the
context of compressive sampling and derived the condi-
tions under which it can result in an almost perfect recovery
[25]. They refer to it as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP). Similar to Successive Interference Cancellation, the
basic idea of OMP is to iteratively multiply the measure-
ment vector, y, by �H , recover the strongest component,
subtract its effect and continue again. Let Iset denote the set
of indices of the nonzero coefficients of X that is estimated
and updated in every iteration. Once the locations of the S
nonzero components of X are found, we can solve directly
for X by using a least squares solver:

X̂ ¼ argmin
X : suppðXÞ¼Iset

ky��Xk2: ð9Þ

A variation of OMP, Regularized Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (ROMP), was later introduced by Needell and
Vershynin [32]. The main difference in ROMP, as compared
to OMP, is that in each iterative step, a set of indices
(locations of vector X with nonnegligible components) are
recovered at the same time instead of only one at a time,
resulting in a faster recovery [32]. Other variations of this
work (some under different names) have also appeared
[32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49]. Algorithm 1 shows a
summary of the steps involved in Matching Pursuit
approaches. Function � in the second step is �ðynewÞ ¼
ynew for OMP and ROMP. Consequently, �u ¼ � in the
third step in this case. Then, Xproj represents the projection
of the measurement y to the columns of matrix �. This
projection serves as the base for deciding the indices that
correspond to the significant coefficients of X. Let xproj

represent the signal that corresponds to Xproj in the primal
domain: xproj ¼ �Xproj. In applications where X represents
the Fourier transformation of x, we have ��1 ¼ �H (this
is the case for several applications). Furthermore, for the
cases where the signal was point sampled in the primal
domain (we will see such cases in the next section), the

measurement matrix � will have exactly one 1 in every row

and at most one 1 at every column, with the rest of the

elements zero. Therefore, we will have

xproj ¼ �Hy; ð10Þ

where xproj will be the same as y at the measured points but

will be zero elsewhere. Although Xproj does not exactly

serve as an estimate of X, it does serve as a base for

deciding the index set. Therefore, it may not be a good

starting point for some applications since it assumes that

the signal is zero at unmeasured points in the primal

domain. If x represents the spatial variations of an aerial

map, for instance, having zero in between the acquired

measurements is not a realistic initial estimate. In other

words, both OMP and ROMP do not consider the

progression of the reconstructed signal in the primal

domain and only process the signal in the sparse domain.

In order to address this, we proposed Interpolated ROMP

(I-ROMP) [2], an extension of ROMP [32] which can

provide a better performance for certain applications. In

I-ROMP, we take advantage of processing the signal in both

the primal domain (domain of x) as well as the sparse

domain (domain of X). At every iteration, we start by up-

sampling the residual vector ynew through interpolation

ynew
u ¼ �interpðynewÞ;�interp : IRK ! IRN; ð11Þ

where function �interp represents an up-sampling function

such as an interpolator. Then, we have � ¼ �interp in the

second step, and �u is the full N �N version of � matrix in

the third step for I-ROMP. The rest of the steps remain the

same. Throughout the paper, we discuss which approach is

suitable for the considered application. It should be noted

that the target sparsity of Algorithm 1 is typically set to a

percentage of the number of measurements gathered [50].

Algorithm 1. A Summary of Matching Pursuit Approaches

(OMP [25], ROMP [32], and I-ROMP [2])

Input: measured vector y 2 IRK , target sparsity S, and size

of full signal N

Output: set of indices Iset 	 f1; . . . ; Ng of non-zero
coefficients in X with jIsetj � S, and X̂, the estimated X.

Initialize: Iset ¼ ; and ynew ¼ y
1: while stop criteria not met do

2: ynew
u ¼ �ðynewÞ

3: Xproj ¼ �H
u y

new
u

4: choose a subset of indices from Xproj based on a

utilized criteria for deciding the significant

coefficients
5: update index set Iset

6: X̂ ¼ argmin
X:suppðXÞ¼Iset

ky��Xk2

7: ynew ¼ y��X̂

8: end while

While ‘1 relaxation of the previous part can solve the

compressive sampling problem with performance guaran-

tees, the computational complexity of the iterative greedy

approaches of this part can be considerably less [25]. In the

next section, we use both approaches when reconstructing

the signal.
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4 COMPRESSIVE COOPERATIVE MAPPING IN

MOBILE NETWORKS

In this section, we show how the new theory of compressive

sampling and reconstruction can result in the efficient

mapping of a spatial function in mobile cooperative

networks. In particular, we discuss three main areas,

cooperative aerial mapping, mapping of the obstacles, and

mapping of the communication signal strength.
There are three main factors affecting how well a

sampled function can be reconstructed using the compres-
sive sampling framework: 1) the domain in which it was
sampled, 2) its sparsity in a targeted transform domain, and
3) the RIC of the resulting � matrix (see Table 1). As an
example, consider an obstacle map where nonzero values
represent obstacles. An obstacle map is typically sparse in
the spatial domain, i.e., it has localized features. As a result
in the Fourier domain, it is not very compressible. There-
fore, point sampling it in the spatial domain and using
sparsity in the Fourier domain will not result in an efficient
reconstruction. An obstacle map is also sparse in the
wavelet domain. However, the � matrix that results from
point sampling in the spatial domain and using wavelet
transform will not meet the RIC condition, making this
approach unsuitable. Therefore, in order to have a
compressive and efficient reconstruction of an obstacle
map, one should consider other possibilities for sensing and
reconstruction, as we shall propose in this section. For
spatial functions that are not sparse in the spatial domain,
such as an aerial map, applying Fourier transformation can
result in a considerably compressible function. As dis-
cussed earlier, it has been proved that the � matrix that
results from point sampling in the spatial domain and
using Fourier transform for reconstruction also meets the
RIC condition, making it suitable for compressive recon-
struction. In the rest of the section, we first consider
cooperative aerial mapping. We then proceed with com-
pressive obstacle mapping and mapping of the commu-
nication signal strength.

4.1 Compressive Mapping of a Spatial Field of
Interest: Cooperative Aerial Mapping

Consider a case where a group of Unmanned Air Vehicles

are tasked with building an aerial map of a region, as

shown in Fig. 1.1 Then, x of (1) represents the aerial map of

interest in the spatial domain, where the columns of the

aerial map matrix are stacked up to form a vector. The

vehicles make measurements in the spatial domain, i.e.,

vector y consists of the few measurements made by the

vehicles. There is no requirement on a specific sampling

pattern for the measurements. As such, the measurements

could be gathered randomly. The Fourier transform of a

height map can be considerably sparse, as is shown in

Fig. 2a. Then, Fourier transformation can be used for sparse

representation and reconstruction. Matrix � represents the

inverse Fourier transformation matrix and matrix � will be

as follows:

8i 1� i�K; 9j 1� j�N such that �ði; jÞ ¼1 and

8i 1� i�K; 8j 6¼ j0; 1� j; j0 �N; if �ði; jÞ ¼ 1!�ði; j0Þ ¼ 0;

ð12Þ

where it represents a matrix with only one 1 in every row.
If there are redundant measurements, they may be more
than one 1 in every column. Otherwise, there will be at
most one 1 in every column. This matrix is the result of
point sampling in the spatial domain. Fig. 3 (left) shows an
aerial map of a portion of the Sandia Mountains in
Albuquerque, NM. Then, vector x represents the height
values of the mountain range, stacked up to form a vector.
Fig. 3 (right) shows our reconstruction when only 30 percent
of the area is sensed. We used I-ROMP of Algorithm 1 for
reconstruction and exploited the sparse representation of
the signal in the Fourier domain. The normalized Mean
Square Error (MSE) of this reconstruction is 7:5� 10�8. It
can be seen that the reconstructed map is almost identical
to the real map. In this figure, the measurement points are
randomly distributed over the area of interest. In practice, it
would be hard for a number of mobile units (or one) to
randomly point sample the area. For instance, a number of
UAVs would make measurements along their trajectories.
Therefore, we next show the performance when measure-
ments are gathered randomly over line trajectories or
Brownian motions. Fig. 4 shows compressive reconstruc-
tion of a smaller part of the Sandia height map, with only
10.33 percent measurements. The middle figure of the top
row, shows the reconstruction when the measurements are
randomly distributed over the area of interest, for the
original map shown in the left figure. The right figure, on
the other hand, shows the case where the same number of
measurements is gathered over random line trajectories.
Fig. 5 (left) shows an example of the random line
trajectories, which were used for the reconstruction of
Fig. 4 (right). It can be seen that using random line
measurements (instead of random point samples) results in
a loss of performance as the normalized MSE increases
from 4� 10�7 (for the middle top row figure) to 5:9� 10�6

(for the right figure). This is expected as the derivations and
performance guarantees of compressive sampling theory
are based on purely random samples. Still, the MSE is
considerably low for both cases and they provide useful
information about the field of interest with very few
measurements. In this case, we used I-ROMP for the
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of the reconstruction of a height map (as
applicable to UAV applications) with only 30 percent measurements
using compressive sensing. (left) The original height map of a portion of
Albuquerque Sandia Mountains (courtesy of US Geological Survey [26]).
(right) Reconstruction using compressive mapping with only 30 percent
random measurements. The normalized MSE of the reconstruction is
7:5� 10�8. For visual clarity, refer to the online pdf for the color version of
this image.

1. The approach of this section is equivalently relevant if there is only
one UAV that is gathering the measurements over time.



reconstruction of the middle figure. However, when the
samples are more localized as is the case for the right
figure, I-ROMP’s performance degrades. This is due to the
fact that I-ROMP combines spatial interpolation with
compressive sensing. Therefore, as the sampling positions
become more clustered, its performance degrades. We then
used an ‘1 relaxation approach for the reconstruction of the
right figure. OMP also provides a similar result with a
slightly higher MSE. Finally, Fig. 4 (bottom) shows the
reconstruction quality when a swarm of UAVS have
random Brownian motions, as shown in Fig. 5 (right).
While the overall percentage of measurements of this case
is still 10.33 percent, some of the points may be revisited
due to the utilized Brownian motions, which can reduce the
number of overall useful measurements. Furthermore, the
measurements are more clustered in this case, which can
further degrade the performance. We therefore used an ‘1

relaxation approach for this reconstruction, which results in
the normalized MSE of 1:186� 10�5. As can be seen, the

normalized MSE is not as low as the previous two cases but
can still be low enough for several cooperative applications.
Overall, the results indicate the potentials of compressive
mapping framework for efficient sensing and reconstruc-
tion in mobile networks.

4.2 Compressive Cooperative Mapping of
Obstacles

In this section, we show how a group of mobile nodes can
build a high-quality map of the obstacles with minimal
sensing and without directly sampling a high percentage of
the area. Accurate mapping of the obstacles is considerably
important for the robust operation of a mobile network. Yet
the high volume of the information presented by the
environment makes it prohibitive to sense all the areas,
making accurate mapping considerably challenging. In this
part, we show how the nodes can cooperatively build a map
of the obstacles based on a considerably small set of
observations. More specifically, we propose a noninvasive
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Fig. 4. Demonstration of compressive reconstruction of part of the height map of Albuquerque Sandia Mountains with only 10.33 percent
measurement: (left) the original map from [26], (middle top row) reconstruction using random point samples with normalized MSE of 4� 10�7, (right)
reconstruction using random line trajectories of Fig. 5 (left) with normalized MSE of 5:9� 10�6, and (bottom) reconstruction using random Brownian
motion trajectories of Fig. 5 (right) with normalized MSE of 1:186� 10�5. For visual clarity, refer to the online pdf for the color version of this image.

Fig. 5. (left) Random line trajectories of UAVs used in the reconstruction of Fig. 4 (middle top row) and (right) Random Brownian motion trajectories
of UAVs used in the reconstruction of Fig. 4 (bottom).



mapping strategy, which is enabled by the theory of
compressive sampling. By noninvasive mapping, we refer
to a mapping technique that allows the vehicles to map the
obstacles without sensing them directly. For instance it
allows the robots to map the obstacles inside a building or a
room before entering it. To the best of author’s knowledge,
there is currently no framework for efficient noninvasive
mapping of obstacles.

As was discussed earlier, a map of obstacles is sparse in
the spatial or wavelet domain, which makes point sampling
in the spatial domain unsuitable for reconstruction, using
the compressive mapping framework. In this section, we
propose a new sensing method for mapping of obstacles,
which is noninvasive and only uses wireless channel
measurements.

4.2.1 Compressive Noninvasive Mapping of Obstacles:

A New Possibility for Noninvasive Mapping

In this part, we propose a new noninvasive technique for
mapping of the obstacles. In general, devising noninvasive
mapping strategies can be considerably challenging. Moti-
vated by computed tomography approaches to medical
imaging [51], geology [52], and computer graphics [53], we
show how our proposed compressive mapping framework
can result in a new and efficient noninvasive sensing

technique for mapping obstacles, based on wireless channel
measurements. Consider the case where a number of
vehicles want to build a map of the obstacles inside a
building before entering it. Noninvasive mapping allows the

nodes to assess the situation before entering the building and can

be of particular interest in several applications such as an

emergency response. In this part, we consider building a 2D
map (our proposed approach can be extended to 3D maps
as well). Fig. 6 (left) shows a sample 2D map where a
number of vehicles want to map the space before entering

it. Let gðu; vÞ represent the binary map of the obstacles at
position ðu; vÞ for u; v 2 IR. We will have

gðu; vÞ ¼ 1; if ðu; vÞ is an obstacle;
0; else:

�
ð13Þ

Consider communication from Transmitter 1 to Receiver 1,
as marked in Fig. 6 (left). A fundamental parameter that
characterizes the performance of a communication channel
is the received signal power, which is measured at every
receiver [54]. There are three time-scales associated with the
spatio-temporal changes of the channel quality and there-
fore received signal strength [55], as indicated in Fig. 7. The
slowest dynamic is associated with the signal attenuation
due to the distance-dependent power fall-off (path loss).
Then there is a faster variation referred to as shadow fading
(shadowing), which is due to the impact of the blocking
objects. This means that each obstacle along the transmis-
sion path leaves its mark on the received signal by
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Fig. 6. (left) An indoor obstacle map with the obstacles marked in white and the illustration of the proposed compressive noninvasive mapping,
(middle) Reconstruction of the map using the proposed framework with only 4 percent measurements, (right) Reconstruction of the map using the
proposed framework with only 11.7 percent measurements—only shadowing and path loss are simulated. See the online pdf for a better visual clarity.

Fig. 7. A multiscale representation of the received signal power in a
wireless transmission [54].



attenuating it to a certain degree characterized by its
properties. Finally, depending on the receiver antenna
angle, multiple replicas of the transmitted signal can arrive
at the receiver due to the reflection from the surrounding
objects, resulting in multipath fading, a faster variation in
the received signal power [56].

A communication from Transmitter 1 to Receiver 1 in

Fig. 6 (left), therefore, contains implicit information of the

obstacles along the communication path. Consider the

dashed ray (line) that corresponds to distance t and

angle � in Fig. 6 (left). This line is at distance t from the

origin and is perpendicular to the line that is at angle �

with the x-axis. Let P ð�; tÞ represent the received signal

power in the transmission along the ray that corresponds

to distance t and angle �, as shown in Fig. 6 (left). We will

have [55], [56]

P ð�; tÞ ¼ Psð�; tÞwð�; tÞ; ð14Þ

where

Psð�; tÞ ¼
�PT�
dð�; tÞ

��|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
path loss

� e
P

i
rið�;tÞnið�;tÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

shadowing due to obstacles

; ð15Þ

represents the contribution of distance-dependent path loss

and shadowing. For the path loss term, PT represents the

transmitted power, dð�; tÞ is the distance between the

transmitter and receiver across that ray, � is the degrada-

tion exponent, and � is a constant that is a function of

system parameters. For the shadowing (or shadow fading)

term, ri is the distance traveled across the ith object along

the (�; tÞ ray and ni < 0 is the decay rate of the wireless

signal within the ith object. Furthermore, the summation is

over the objects across that line. As can be seen, shadowing

characterizes wireless signal attenuation as it goes through

the obstacles along the transmission path and therefore

contains information about the objects along that line.
wð�; tÞ of (14), on the other hand, is a positive random

variable with unit average, which models the impact of

multipath fading. There are a number of well-established

models for the distribution of wð�; tÞ in the communication

literature [54]. Nakagami power distribution or its special

cases such as Rician power or exponential are common

models.2 For more mathematical details on wireless channel

modeling, readers are referred to [54], [55], [56]. We can

then model lnP ð�; tÞ as follows:

lnP ð�; tÞ ¼ lnPT|ffl{zffl}
transmitted power in dB

þ �dB � �lndð�; tÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
path loss ð�0Þ

þ
X
i

rið�; tÞnið�; tÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

shadowing effect due to blocking objects ð�0Þ

þ wdBð�; tÞ;|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
multipath fading

ð16Þ

where �dB ¼ ln� and wdB ¼ lnwð�; tÞ. Then, we have

hð�; tÞ ¼4 lnP ð�; tÞ � lnPT �
�
�dB � �lndð�; tÞ

�
¼
X
i

rið�; tÞnið�; tÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

shadow fading effect

þ wdBð�; tÞ:|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
multipath fading

ð17Þ

Path loss and shadowing represent the signal degradation
due to the distance traveled and obstacles, respectively, and
wdBð�; tÞ represents the impact of multipath fading. By
using an integration over the line that corresponds to � and
t, we can express (17) as follows:

hð�; tÞ ¼
Z Z

lineð�;tÞ
gnðu; vÞdudvþ wdBð�; tÞ; ð18Þ

where

gnðu; vÞ ¼
nðu; vÞ; if gðu; vÞ ¼ 1;

0; else;

�
ð19Þ

with gðu; vÞ representing the binary map of the obstacles
(indicated by (13)) and nðu; vÞ denoting the decay rate of
the signal inside the object at position ðu; vÞ (see nið�; tÞ in
(15)). gnðu; vÞ then denotes the true map of the obstacles,
including wireless decay rate information. By changing t at
a specific �, a projection is formed, i.e., a set of ray
integrals, as is shown in Fig. 6 (left). Let Gnð�f ; fÞ represent
the 2D Fourier transform of gn expressed in the polar
coordinates. Let Htð�; fÞ denote the 1D Fourier transform of
hð�; tÞ with respect to t: Htð�; fÞ ¼

R
hð�; tÞe�j2�ftdt. We

have the following theorem.
Fourier Slice Theorem [51]: Consider the case where there

is no multipath fading in (18), i.e., wdB ¼ 0. Then Htð�; fÞ,
the Fourier transformation of hð�; tÞ with respect to t, is
equal to the samples of Gnð�f ; fÞ across angle �f ¼ �.

Consider the illustrated line at angle � that passes
through the origin in Fig. 6 (left). Two robots can move
outside the room such that the straight line between them is
perpendicular to the illustrated line at angle �. Then the
receiving robot measures P ð�; tÞ, the received signal power
at different ts. In practice, the parameters of the path loss
component of the received signal in (16) can be estimated by
using a few Line Of Sight (LOS) transmissions in the same
environment. Therefore, the impact of path loss can be
removed and the receiving robot can calculate hð�; tÞ. By
making a number of measurements at different ts for a
given �, the Fourier Slice Theorem allows us to measure the
samples of the Fourier transform of the map gn at angle �.
By changing �, we can sample the Fourier transform of the
map of the obstacles at different angles. We can then pose
the problem in a compressive sampling framework. By
measuring the received signal power across the rays, the
vehicles can indirectly sample the Fourier transformation of
the obstacle map. Then the sparsity in the spatial or wavelet
domain could be used for reconstruction.

Let x of (1) denote the vector representation of Gn (2D
Fourier transform of the obstacle map), where the columns
of Gn are stacked up to form a vector. Then y represents the
very few samples of Gn acquired using the proposed
framework, i.e., wireless channel measurements across a
number of rays and the Fourier Slice Theorem. By utilizing
the sparse representation of the map in the spatial or
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2. Rician is a possible distribution for
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wð�; tÞ

p
. Thus we use the term

“Rician power” to indicate that we are referring to the corresponding
distribution for wð�; tÞ.



wavelet domain, the vehicles can solve for the map
cooperatively, based on minimal measurements, and more
importantly in a noninvasive manner. For reconstruction
based on sparsity in the spatial domain, X will be the vector
representation of gn, � is as denoted in (12) and � is the
Fourier transform matrix. Then, the � matrix that results
from point sampling in the frequency domain and
reconstruction using sparsity in the spatial domain will
meet the RIC condition [35]. Since the changes in the map
are typically sparser than the map itself, another approach
is to consider and minimize the variations in X. This
approach is referred to as Total Variation (TV) [18].
Typically, an obstacle map is also considerably sparse in
the wavelet domain (as shown in Fig. 2b). Let X represent
the vector representation of the wavelet transform of the
obstacle map. Then, � ¼ F �W�1 and � is as described
earlier. In this formulation, F and W represent the 2D
Fourier and wavelet matrices such that when applied to a
vector that is formed by stacking the columns of a 2D map,
they result in the vector representation of the 2D Fourier
and wavelet transform of the map, respectively.

Fig. 6 (middle and right) shows our results for non-
invasive compressive mapping of the obstacles of the left
figure. For this result, no multipath fading is simulated. We
will discuss and show the impact of multipath fading in the
next part. For this figure, our reconstruction is based on
minimizing Total Variation, using ‘1 magic toolbox [57]. It
can be seen that with only 11.7 percent measurements (right

figure), the map can be built almost perfectly. Note that
11.7 percent measurements implies that 11.7 percent of the
2D Fourier transformation of the map is only sampled.
Even with 4 percent measurements (middle figure), the
reconstruction is very close to the original. Fig. 8 shows
the normalized MSE of the reconstruction of the obstacle
map of Fig. 6 (left) as a function of the percentage of
the measurements taken. It can be seen that a cooperative
network can build a high-quality and noninvasive map of
obstacles with a considerably small set of measurements.

Next, we compare the performance with interpolation
approaches [15]. Fig. 9 (left) shows the performance of our
proposed compressive reconstruction approach (under the
same condition as Fig. 6 (right)). Fig. 9 (right) shows the
reconstruction using interpolation on the acquired fre-
quency samples, for the case where 11.7 percent wireless
measurements are gathered and in the absence of multipath
fading. As can be seen, the performance degrades con-
siderably for the right figure as interpolation-based ap-
proaches are not suitable for reconstructing obstacle maps.

4.2.2 Impact of Multipath Fading

So far we proposed a compressive mapping framework for
noninvasive mapping of the obstacles. In this part, we
discuss the impact of multipath fading component of (14)
on the proposed noninvasive reconstruction. Multipath
fading can result in some noise in the observations, as can
be seen from (18). We next add multipath fading, with
a Rician distribution, to each wireless reception in a
simulation environment. Rician fading is the most com-
monly considered distribution for multipath fading. This
means that wsr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wð�; tÞ

p
has the following distribution

(see (14)):

pðwsrÞ ¼
wsr

�2
exp

�ðw2
sr þ �2Þ
2�2

� �
I0

wsr�

�2

	 

; ð20Þ

where I0ð:Þ is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of
the first kind, �2 is the power of the Line Of Sight
component and 2�2 is the power of the multipath terms.
We then define the following parameter to measure the
strength of the LOS component, as compared to the total
power: 	 ¼ �2

2�2þ�2 .
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Fig. 8. Normalized Mean Square Error for the reconstruction of the map
of Fig. 6 (left) as a function of the percent of measurements taken—only
shadowing and path loss are simulated.

Fig. 9. Reconstruction of the map of Fig. 6 (left) with (left) our proposed approach and (right) interpolation. 11.7 percent measurements are used for
both cases and no multipath fading is simulated. It can be seen that interpolation results in a considerable performance degradation.



Fig. 10 shows the normalized MSE of reconstruction in

the presence of Rician multipath fading, with 	 ¼ 0:5 and

	 ¼ 0:7, while Fig. 11 shows the performance as a function

of 	, for the case where 11.7 percent measurements were

taken. 	 ¼ 0:5, for instance, indicates that half of the

received power is from multipath as opposed to the LOS

component. As compared to the reconstruction perfor-

mance in Fig. 8, where only shadow fading and path loss

were considered, it can be seen that multipath fading results

in some performance loss.

4.2.3 Further Extensions

We should note that the aforementioned modeling of a

wireless channel cannot possibly embrace all the propaga-

tion phenomena. Thus, further experimental validations

are needed. Still, the results of this section are very

promising. In practice, the effect of multipath fading can

also be reduced by using directional antennas as well as

averaging the received signal over a very small distance.

Designing a proper robotic experimental setup to show the

performance of the proposed method in practice, however,

is the subject of another paper of ours [58]. Thus, we next

show one sample reconstruction of a real obstacle in order

to merely show that our proposed approach works in

practice. Readers are referred to [58] for more details.

Fig. 12 shows the performance of the proposed frequency
sampling approach of this section in reconstructing a
T-shaped obstacle on our campus, using only wireless
measurements. The left figure shows a horizontal cut of
the structure (which is what our approach reconstructs)
while the right figure shows our reconstruction with only
9.09 percent measurements. As can be seen, the obstacle
with all its details can be clearly seen.

4.3 Compressive Cooperative Mapping of
Communication Signal Strength

In this section, we show how a group of mobile nodes can
build a high-quality map of the communication signal
strength cooperatively and with minimal sensing. Building
a map of the communication signal strength is considerably
important for the robust operation of several emerging
networked robotics and control applications. In order to
maintain connectivity, mobile nodes need to have an
estimation of the communication signal strength in loca-
tions they have not yet visited. Currently, there is no
framework for mapping of the communication signal
strength with very few measurements. In this section, we
show how the proposed compressive mapping framework
can be utilized to estimate the spatial variations of the
communication signal strength with very few observations.
Our analysis of the spatial variations of several channel
measurements has shown that a wireless channel can be
considerably compressible in the Fourier domain. For
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Fig. 10. Simulation of the impact of multipath Rician fading on the
reconstruction of the map of Fig. 6 (left). Performance as a function of
the percent measurements taken.

Fig. 11. Simulation of the impact of multipath Rician fading on the
reconstruction of the map of Fig. 6 (left). Performance as a function of 	.

Fig. 12. Reconstruction of a T-shaped column on our campus. The left figure shows a horizontal cut of the column. The right figure shows our
reconstruction of it, using the proposed frequency sampling approach, with 2 robots cooperatively making a very small number of wireless
measurements (9.09 percent measurements).



instance, the solid line of Fig. 13 shows the measurement of

a channel along a street in San Francisco [60]. For this

channel, 99.99 percent of its energy is in 4.6 percent of its

Fourier coefficients. The dashed line shows the sparsified
version of the channel, where only the strongest 4.6 percent

of the Fourier coefficients are kept. The two curves are

almost identical and thus the spatial variations of the

channel are compressible, i.e., a small percentage of the

Fourier coefficients suffice for capturing the signal. Then, x

of (1) represents the spatial map of the channel (received

signal power). The vehicles make measurements in the
spatial domain, i.e., vector y consists of the few measure-

ments made by the vehicles. Consequently, matrix � will be

as denoted in (12) and � is the inverse Fourier matrix.

4.3.1 Reconstruction of a Sparsified Channel

Equation (7) shows that for a sparse signal, if the number of

measurements is above a certain level, the reconstruction

can be perfect. In order to see this and get more insight into

compressive sensing, we first consider reconstructing the

sparsified version of the channel. As noted earlier, a

wireless channel is compressible in the Fourier domain
but not sparse. Therefore, our goal for reconstructing the
sparsified version is to merely show the implication of (7).
We will then proceed with reconstructing the channel itself.

The circle line of Fig. 14 shows the result of reconstructing
the sparsified version of the signal of Fig. 13 based on a
varying number of random observations, K. It should be
noted that the channel measurements of Fig. 13 naturally
contain the measurement noise. The size of the signal of
Fig. 13 is N ¼ 1;024. Fig. 14 then shows the average of the
normalized Mean Square Error, averaged over 1,000 itera-
tions with random samples, as a function of the number of
measurements (K). The reconstruction method used for this
figure is OMP. It can be seen that after a certain number of
measurements are collected (K ¼ 270 or 26 percent in this
case), the construction becomes perfect (or bounded by
computational errors) as predicted by (7).

Fig. 15 shows another real-world channel measurement
in San Francisco, over a longer distance, along with its
sparsified version. Due to the longer distance, this channel
exhibits more nonstationary behavior, as can be seen. The
length of the channel is N ¼ 4;096 in this case. Our Fourier
analysis showed that more than 99.995 percent of the energy
of this measured signal is in less than 2.5 percent of its
Fourier coefficients. Then the dashed line shows the
sparsified version of the channel, where only the strongest
2.5 percent of the Fourier coefficients are kept. The dashed
line of Fig. 14 shows the performance of compressive
mapping in reconstructing the sparsified version of this
channel. While the size of this signal is 4 times that of
Fig. 13, the number of required observations (K) for perfect
recovery is less than 2 times, as can be seen from Fig. 14.
Overall, it can be seen that the compressive sensing
approach can reconstruct the signal with a small number
of measurements.

4.3.2 Reconstruction of Nonsparsified Channels

The previous section showed the strength of compressive
sensing in reconstructing the spatial variations of the
channel based on a considerably small measurement set.
However, we showed the results for the sparsified version
of the channel where it was possible to represent the signal
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Fig. 13. Channel measurement along a street in San Francisco
(courtesy of Mark Smith [60]) and its sparsified version. 99.99 percent
of the energy of the measured channel is in 4.6 percent of its Fourier
coefficients. As such, the two curves are almost identical.

Fig. 14. Reconstruction of the sparsified signal of Figs. 13 and 15, based on an incomplete observation set, using compressive sensing. Length of x
is N ¼ 1;024 for the circle line and N ¼ 4;096 for the dashed line.



with only a small number of Fourier coefficients (the rest
of the coefficients were zero as opposed to negligible).
Fig. 16 shows the reconstruction of the measured channels
of Figs. 13 and 15. It can be seen that the normalized MSE
of both cases is considerably low. However, the error
cannot be as low as that of Fig. 14, due to the fact that the
signal is compressible but not sparse.

As expected, the channel of Fig. 15 has a higher MSE for
the same number of measurements due to its longer length.
We used OMP for these reconstructions. Based on our
experience, ROMP’s performance is considerably worse
than OMP and I-ROMP. Depending on the sampling
positions, I-ROMP could possibly perform better than
OMP. For instance, if the samples are purely random (as
was the case in this part), I-ROMP performs slightly better
than OMP. On the other hand, for the cases where the
samples are along line trajectories, as was discussed in
Section 4.1 (see Figs. 4 and 5), I-ROMP’s performance
degrades and OMP or Basis Pursuit-type approaches
should be used. Another example is the case where the
samples are mainly distributed in a part of the channel with
no samples in other parts. For instance, if all the samples are
in the first half of the channel with no samples in the rest of

the signal, OMP performs considerably better than I-ROMP.
Overall, our results show that the proposed compressive
mapping framework can build the spatial variations of the
channel based on a considerably incomplete observation set.
Furthermore, similar to the results in Section 4.1, recon-
struction of a 2D channel, using line trajectories, can be
achieved in a similar manner.

So far, we have shown the performance of the proposed
sparsity-based approach in reconstructing two outdoor
channels. We have seen similar results for other outdoor
channels. We do, however, note that the compressibility of
the channel can be different from area to area. More
specifically, if an area is dominated by multipath fading,
then channel compressibility can be less. In order to
understand this better, we have made indoor measure-
ments in the basement of the ECE building. This indoor
environment is such that the channel experiences consider-
able amount of multipath fading. Thus, we can study how
much we can still benefit from channel compressibility in
the frequency domain for our proposed sparsity-based
prediction. Fig. 17 (left) shows a 2D color map of the
received signal strength in the area of interest. Fig. 17 (right)
shows channel prediction performance in this area. As
compared to Fig. 16, it can be seen that the prediction error
is higher in this case, as expected. However, it can still be
low enough for several applications.

Next, we compare the performance of the proposed
sparsity-based channel prediction approach to that of
model-based approaches. Recently, a number of papers
have used underlying models for the field of interest, such
as field average and correlation function, in order to
estimate the spatial variations of a random field [16], [17],
[61], [62]. In [61], [62], we developed a model-based
approach for specifically predicting the spatial variations
of a wireless channel, by using a multiscale dynamical
model for the field. Consider the spatial variations of a
wireless channel. From wireless communication literature,
we know that we can represent the channel with three
dynamics of path loss, lognormal shadowing and multipath
fading (see Fig. 7). We then developed a prediction
framework by taking the channel to be Gaussian (in dB),
with an exponential correlation function, and with path loss
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Fig. 15. Another channel measurement along a street in San Francisco
(courtesy of Mark Smith [60]) and its sparsified version. The two curves
are almost identical.

Fig. 16. Reconstruction of the measured channels of Figs. 13 and 15, based on an incomplete observation set, using compressive sensing. Length of
x is N ¼ 1;024 for the circle line and N ¼ 4;096 for the dashed line.



as its average. The main bottleneck of the model-based

approach, as compared to the sparsity-based one, is

estimating the underlying model parameters. As such, at

very low sampling rates, the error in model discovery can

be high, which propagates to channel prediction. Further-

more, in some environments, the underlying model para-

meters can change over a short distance, which can make

the model discovery challenging. In such cases, the sparsity-

based approach can outperform the model-based one. On

the other hand, if the model can be estimated with a good

enough accuracy, then the model-based approach can

outperform the sparsity-based one, depending on the

environment and the number of available a priori channel

samples. In terms of computation, the model-based ap-

proach can have a high computational complexity, mainly

due to the need for estimating the spatial correlation

function. Overall, the proposed sparsity-based approach of

this paper is useful in the sense that it does not require

any model for the field of interest and can still provide a

good quality prediction at low sampling rates. The model-

based approach, on the other hand, can also be useful

depending on the scenario. Furthermore, its probabilistic

nature makes it suitable for theoretical analysis and design.

For a more detailed comparison of the two approaches, as

well as an integrated sparsity and model-based framework

for estimating the channel spatial variations, readers are

referred to [63].

4.4 A Note on the Decentralized Nature of
Compressive Mapping

It should be noted that the nature of our proposed

compressive mapping framework is reconstruction based

on minimal sensing. Therefore, it naturally lends itself to

decentralized approaches where every node can estimate

the map of interest based on its own observations, as well

as the observations of whichever node it can receive

information from. This is particularly important in mobile

cooperative networks since they typically lack a leader and

the underlying graph of the network is not necessarily

fully connected.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered a mobile network that is
tasked with building a map of the spatial variations of a
parameter in its environment. We proposed a new frame-
work that allows the nodes to build a map of the parameter
of interest with a small number of measurements. By using
the recent results in the area of compressive sampling, we
showed how the nodes can exploit the sparse representa-
tion of the parameter of interest in order to build a map
with minimal sensing, and without directly sensing a large
percentage of the area. More specifically, we considered
aerial mapping, mapping of the obstacles as well as
mapping of the communication signal strength. In the area
of obstacle mapping, we proposed a new noninvasive
mapping technique for the cooperative mapping of the
obstacles, based on only wireless channel measurements.
Our results showed the superior performance of the
proposed framework.
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